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Its isolated location is most probably
linked to the religious status of Machu
Picchu, whose construction was
ordered by the Inca ruler Pachacuti. 

But geological reasons
were the determining
factor for the precise
choice of the location…
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from Reinaldo Escada Chohfi
Remote sensing of the Machu Picchu region , 1987 

Fig 11 fractures and faults





Rualdo Menegat

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul
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Very extensive study based on satellite imagery
coupled with field studies (2019)

Intensive network of faults of different orientation 
causing intensive fracturation of the granitic
batholite, providing blocks of « manageable » 
sizes at the surface in « natural quarries »











Wall at Ollantayambo



The 12 corners rock at Cusco



The 12 corners rock at Cusco





This is how the Incas took advantage of the local structural geology to 
choose the locality for Machu Picchu!

So, can we think that the Incas had a knowledge of the structural geology
of the Machu Picchu area?

Most certainly NOT in the modern meaning of the term yet they were
aware of the faults: linguists have identified a word « quijlo » in their
original language, which means « fracture »

They most probably also knew that faults were most often linked to 
water seeps, and this is the way most scientists believe that they
located fracture zones  by following these seeps from down in the 
valley and up to Machu Picchu location



And here we get to the second 
(hydro)-geological and also
essential reason of the 
construction of Machu Picchu at
its precise location:

WATER!



The spring in the Machu Picchu Mountain was enhanced
by a well-engineered collection system

Series of long canals and an impressive sequence of 
16 stone-lined fountains

Sufficient for ceremonial and domestic waters 
cascading through the city





But how to deal with
seasonable precipitations?
(150 to 220 cm /year) 



The Incas had to build an 
efficient drainage system

2/3 of the city are Underground!

First step: construction of 
stabilizing terraces



Soil (mulch)
Gravel

Boulders





The Incas were not only builders of cities

They were also atronomers!





Payjl !


